READ
John 2

STUDY
This chapter contains two famous stories from Jesus life, and seemingly
present us with two very different sides of the Rabbi from Galilee.
Having just met Nathanael from Cana, we now too are transported to the
“rival” town for a wedding. The whole village would have been there and
the festivities would have lasted for days. In a culture where hospitality is
highly esteemed, running out of wine part way through the party would not
only have been to become a laughing stock, to be seen as cheap and
inadequate hosts, it might also be seen to socially curse the newly married
couple. “Look, there she goes, the lady who couldn’t even provide enough
drinks for her own wedding.”
Jesus, apparently oblivious to the meltdown in the kitchens is persuaded by
his mother to do something.
What does she expect him to do?!
Has he rescued parties before? Does she know what he is capable of? Or, is
she appealing to his nature of kindness and compassion?
Both the actions Jesus is about to take at the wedding and in the temple
illustrate something important for John, and therefore for us too. (John even
calls some of these clues ‘signs’ so as to alert our attention).
Key questions for the spiritual seekers of John’s day, and of ours are these:
Where does God live? What is the nature of God? Does God have
favourites?
Jesus himself alerted us with an obscure reference to Jacobs dream ladder
that we were about to learn a lot. We were about to see Heaven and Earth
interact. The chasm between the two was about to be bridged. The
separation of the two was about to be abolished. From this point onwards
you just might see something unbelievably holy happen in the most bizarrely
ordinary of places. You might also see the disruption of the religious cabal.

Without trumpets, without any unnecessary attention, Jesus demonstrates
care for the wedding couple (whose identity is never revealed) and magics up
some wine.
He does this by re-purposing some ceremonial washing jars. Jars reserved
and revered for a holy purpose, to wash people clean and make them
acceptable to God.
The jars were often filled with water, and the water cleansed solemn
worshippers. Now the jars are filled with wine, which fills already filled dancefloor enthusiasts. Maybe this won’t be the last time that wine, cleansing,
holiness and the gift of life will make an appearance in the story?
After this we see Jesus throw the corrupt temple system into chaos. There is
much to this story. It appears with different chronology in the other gospels,
but the meaning remains the same in each.
It had become the norm to expect God to live in in the temple, to be
confined to the bricks. A religious system of merchandise, tax and commerce
had sprung up around the building. Jobs had been created as holy priests
and keepers of the secrets were employed to enable the sanctification of the
normal people (the kind of people who dance under the influence at
weddings).
If there was a place where we might expect Jacobs ladder to be rooted, it is
the temple. If God was to dwell anywhere, it would be here. If there was any
place which was holy and to be honoured, it is this place.
So Jesus ripping it up, throwing the money-changers, tax collectors and
animal sellers out the front door takes everyone by surprise!
Just when we thought we could settle in for a nice predictable story of a
Rabbi and some excited provincial followers, we are left with a huge plot
twist. The God-man destroying the God-system (and promising to rebuild it in
three days) and a wedding full of miraculous wine (again produced on the
third day). Hmmmm.
Then the camera which zoomed in at the end of Chapter one’s prologue
begins to pull back out, leaving a picture of a temple suddenly empty of all
sacrificial lambs.
Except one.

CAR-SHARE CONVERSATION STARTERS
What attracts you about the Jesus presented in these two stories?
What challenges you?
Has God ever said or done something in your life with came as a surprise or a
challenge?
There are little clues in this chapter; the wine which rescues, the miracle of the
third day, the true sacrificial lamb being the only one in the temple during the
passover feast. Have you spotted these clues before? Does becoming aware
of them affect your understanding in any way?

PRACTICES FROM THE PAGE
Holding things in tension even though they might ordinarily compete is
becoming normal for us! Jesus here challenges us to rid our lives or
unnecessary religious practices which are not from Him, as well as
instigating generous celebration.
Are there religious habits or systems in your life which may benefit from a
holy clear-out?
Are the people you could assist in celebration?…demonstrating the joyful
nature of discipleship?

